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The classical measure theoretic approaches and Stone's linear functional 
approach to the theory of Integration are well-known. The classical 
approaches are mainly the "simple function approach" and the "ordinate 
set approach". In either of them one starts with a measure (A, .A) in 
a set X; in the former, one first defines the integral for simple functions 
in X and uses their properties to define the integral for arbitrary 
measurable functions; in the latter, one constructs the product measure 
of (A, .A) with the Lebesgue measure in R1+ (the space of non-negative 
reals) and defines the integrability and the integral in terms of the 
measurability and the measure of ordinate sets of functions. In Stone's 
approach on the other hand, one starts from an "elementary integral" 
on a vector lattice of functions which is defined by essentially axiomatising 
the properties of integrals of simple functions with respect to a measure 
and then extends this to a wider class, the class of "integrable" and 
"summable" functions, without any reference to a measure. 
ZAANEN has in his recent book [3] given a variant of Stone's approach 
combining it with the ordinate set approach. He starts with Stone's 
assumptions but introduces the integral in terms of measures of ordinate 
sets with respect to a certain measure (F, y) that he constructs in the 
product space X x R1+. But in the case when the resulting integral is a 
"Lebesgue-Stieltjes" integral (i.e. an integral in the conventional sense), 
the fact that it is so, is proved only at the end. That is because, it is 
not known in the beginning, that in this case the measure (F, y) is a 
genuine product measure of some measure in X and the Lebesgue measure 
in R1+. We show in this paper directly, using only the standard properties 
of measures, that (F, y) is indeed the associated product measure of 
some measure in X, and thereby reduce at the outset Zaanen's approach 
to the ordinate set approach. We also rederive the equivalence of the 
simple function and the ordinate set approaches and thereby conclude 
the equivalence of Zaanen's approach with the classical simple functional 
approach, our proof of equivalence differing from the known proofs in 
that we do not need anywhere in the course of the proof any of the 
properties of integrable or measurable functions beyond their definitions. 
The proof uses only the standard properties of measure. 
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Incidentally some consistency theorems for which separate proofs 
were needed in [3] follow as immediate corollaries in our method of proof. 
2. Notation and preliminary results: 
With regard to set unions we use the symbol L to denote disjoint 
unions while we preserve the usual symbol U to denote unions, not 
necessarily disjoint. 
We need our measures only to be defined on semi-rings of subsets of 
X; where by a semi-ring we mean a class A of subsets such that 
~ A(') BE A, 
A, BE A==;..? A-B=i~ Ct, ci E A for some integral n. 
Given a measure (A, I.), let A1 denote the class of all sets E E A with 
).(E)< oo, and 1.1 the restriction of }. to A1, written in symbols as 
Jl.1=1.JA1. Then (Ab 1.1) is a finite measure, and we call this the finite part 
of (A, I.). 
Let }.* be the outer measure induced by (A, I.) and A* the class of 
}.*-measurable sets. We call the measure (A*, I.) the extended measure 
space of (A, }. ) , where we continue to denote by }. the restriction of}.* to A* . 
. We shall repeatedly use the following lemma: 
Lemma 1 
The outer measures l.t* generated by two measures (At, Ai), i = 1, 2 
are the same if and only if Jl.1*JA2=A2 and Jl.*2JA1=A1. 
For proof we refer to [3], p. 23, Theorem 2. 
A Simple function for (A, I.) is a function which assumes only finitely 
many distinct values, each on a set in A, i.e. a function f of the type 
I= LiXiXEi 
where the cx/s are real numbers, Et's are sets in A, XEi is the characteristic 
function of Ei and the sum on the right is finite. (We allow lXi to be oo 
provided Jl.(Ei) = 0). For such f 's, the integral I(f) is defined as the sum: 
I(f) = LiXtA(Et), 
with the standing convention that 0. oo = 0. 
The simple function f above is a step function for (A, 1.) if Jl.(Et)<oo 
for all i. For step functions f, the values I(f) are necessarily finite. 
An elementary integral is a pair (L, I) where 
i. L is a vector lattice of real valued functions; i.e. : 
f, gEL; a, b real =;..af+bg, f u g, f (')gEL 
n. I is a non-negative linear functional on L, which is further continuous 
for pointwise monotone increasing limits; i.e. : 
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I(al+bg) =ai(f) +bi(g) 
l>g =*I(f)>I(g); in particular, 1>0 =*I(f)-:;;.0, 
In, IE L+, IntI=* I(fn) t I(f), where L+= Ull E L, I> 0] and finally, 
iii. I E L =* I f1 1 E L. 
The following result is standard and is easily proved. 
Lemma 2 
If S is the class of all simple functions for a measure (A, A), and I 
denotes their integral, and if J is the class of all step functions, (S, I) 
is an elementary integral and (J, I) is a finite elementary integral. 
We denote by Ll the semi-ring of half open intervals [£X, f.J) in R1+ and 
by ~ the length function. Then Ll is a semi-ring and (LI, ~) is a measure. 
Given a measure (A, A), we denote by .if the class Ax Ll of rectangles 
A x B, where A E A and B E Ll ; and by 1 the set function Ax ~ on .if, 
defined by 1(A x B)=A(A)~(B). We have the following: 
Theorem 1 
(A, 1) is a measure in X x R1+. 
The verification that .if is a semi-ring is straightforward. Also 1 is 
easily seen to be monotone and non-negative. The non-trivial part is the 
countable additivity of 1; and this follows from the continuity under 
monotone limits of the elementary integral on simple functions for (A, A). 
00 00 
In fact, if Ax [£X, f.J) = !(Atx [lXt, f.J,)), then ({.J-£X)XA = !(f.Jt-lXt)XAt· 
.. 1 1 
Now if In=! (f.Jt-lXt)XAt and I=({.J-£X)XA· clearly, In, I are simple 
1 
functions and IntI, so that I(fn) t I(f). The desired conclusion follows. 
The measure (.if, X) is defined to be the associated product measure. 
of (A, A) and its extended measure space (.if*, X), the associated product 
measure space. 
For any set S C X x R1 + and real number a, we denote by S~ the 
section of Sat a; i.e. Sa= [xfx EX, (x, a) ES]. 
We need the following regarding the associated product measure. 
Lemma 3 
i. S E .if* =*Sa E A* for almost all a (i.e. except for a set of a's of 
Lebesgue measure zero). 
ii. Ex [lX, f.J) E .if* for some {.J>£X>0 =*E E A*. 
iii. EEA* =*EX[lX,{.J)EA* for every f.J>£X>0, and then 
X(E X [lX, f.J)) = (f.J -lX)A(E). 
Proof of i): 
00 
If S is of the form S = ! (At x [£Xc, f.J1)), A, E A, it is obvious that 
1 
Sa is a countable union of the At's and therefore belongs to A* f01.· every 
10 Series A 
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real a. Further, if for any p, O..;;:p < CXJ, 
pS= [af:A.*(Sa)>p], 
we shall show that in this case pS E Ll *, and p. ~(pS) < X(S). 
It suffices to prove this when S is a finite union; in the alternative 
N 
case, if Sn denotes the truncated sum ! (At x [1Xt, {h)), then SN t S, 
1 
(SN)a t Sa and pSN t pS; so that the validity of the result for pSN, for 
R 
all N, will trivially imply that for pS. J ... et then S = ! (At x [1Xt, {h)). 
R 1 
Then, clearly, xsa = ! X[ai.Jr.lXAt is a simple function, and :A.(Sa) = I(xsa) 
R 1 R 
= !:A.(At)X[ai.~~l for every real a. Now the function I = ! :A.(At)X[ai.tlil 
1 1 
is a simple function for the Lebesgue measure, and pS is precisely the 
set E = [f > p ]. Then I> IXE > PXE and hence, by elementary properties 
of simple functions, I(f);;;.I(pxE)=p.~(E). Clearly I(f)=A(S) and 
~(E)= ~(pS); and the result follows. 
If S is a X-null set, almost all Sa's are A.-null and therefore belong to A*. 
co 
For, given integres n, r, there exists a T = ! (At x [1Xt, {h)), At E A, 
1 
such that T-:JS and X(T)<lJnr. Then pSCpT for every p; and taking 
p= lfn in the above, we have 
1 1 . - 1 
- ~(1/nS) < - b(11nT) < :A.(T) < -;:, 
n n n 
so that ~(!1nS) = lJnr-1. For a fixed n, letting r --+ CXJ, this implies that 
~h!nS)=O. In other words, ~[aJA.*(Sa)>lfn]=O for allnandweconclude 
that ~[ai:A.*(Sa)>0]=0. 
If e denotes the class of all sets s for which (i) is true, e is a a-ring 
in the first place, and it contains all sets in A and all X-null sets. 
e therefore contains all sets of finite X-measure. As a result, if s E A* 
and A(S) = CXJ, then Sa n E E A* for all sets E of finite measure in A; 
and this in turn implies that Sa E A*. It follows that e-::; A*' completing 
the proof of (i). 
Proof of ii) and iii) 
If E=E x [IX, {3) E A*, then E = (E)a for any a E [IX, {3), and therefore 
E belongs to A*, by (i). Conversely, let IX and {3 be fixed ({3>1X>0). 
Then the class {EIE x [IX, {3) E A*} is easily seen to be a a-ring containing 
A and all A.-null sets, and therefore also all sets of finite A.-measure. If 
E E A* and A.(E) = CXJ, then (Ex [IX, {3)) n S E if* for every set S E A of 
finite measure, and then Ex [IX, {3) E A* itself. 
It only remains to show that X(E) = ({3- IX ):A.( E). It is easy to see that 
A(E)<.({3-1X)A.(E). To prove the reverse inequality, we can assume that 
co 
X(E) < CXJ and A.(E) > 0. There exists S = ! At x Bi -:J E, At x Bt E if, 
co 1 
such that ! X(AtX Bt)<A(E)+e. For any a, Eo, C Sa; and for a E [IX, {3), 
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Ea=E. Then for O<,p<A(E), we have pS ~ [tX, {J), and consequently 
p({J-tX)<,p8(pS)<2,tX(AtXBt)<X(E)+s. Since O<,p<A(E) is arbitrary, 
it follows that ({J- tX )A( E)< X(E). 
Using lemma 3 we prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 2 
The associated product measure space of (A, A) is also the associated 
product measure space of (A*, A). 
Proof: 
We have only to show that the outer measures induced by the measures 
(A x Ll, A x 8) and (A* x Ll, A x 8) are equal. Let AI, A2 denote the restrictions : 
Ax81AxLI, and Ax8IA*xLI. Then by lemma lit suffices to show that 
A2* lAx Ll =AI and A *II A* x Ll =A2. The first part is trivial since on Ax Ll, 
A2*=A2 =AI; the other part follows from lemma 3, (iii). 
Theo1em 3 
If the associated product measure spaces of two measures (At, At), 
i = l, 2, are identical, then so are their extended measure spaces; in 
symbols: if (AI*, XI)- (A2*, X2), then (AI*, AI)- (A2*, A2). 
Proof: 
E E AI* ==>-E=Ex [0, 1) E AI*, and AI(E)=AI(E) (by Lemma 3 (iii)) 
==>-E E A2* and X2(E)=XI(E)=AI(E) 
==>- E E A2* and A2(E) =X2(E) = AI(E) (by lemma 3 (ii)); 
by symmetry E E A2* ==>-E E AI* and AI(E)=A2(E); and the proof IS 
complete. 
For any set E C X we shall continue to denote byE the set Ex [0, l) 
in X x RI+. For S C X x RI+ and a E RI+ we define aS by: 
aS= [(x, ay)i(x, y) E S]. In particular, for E C X, aE =Ex [0, a). 
3. The classical approaches 
We assume as given a measure (A, A). The simple functions and measur-
able functions we consider below are all with respect to the extended 
measure space (A*, A). For non-negative functions I on X we introduce 
the ordinate set Qf by 
We observe that I is a measurable function if and only if Q1 is a measurable 
set for the associated measure space (A*, X). 
For, if I is measureable, the sets Ea= [f>a] E A*, for all a. In particular, 
if {an} is a suitable countable dense subset of RI+, then Ea E A*, so 
- - . n 
that anEan E A* for all n, by lemma 3; and therefore also their union 
Un(anEan) which is nothing but Q1. 
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Conversely, if Q1 E .if*, then almost all sections (Q1)a belong to A*, 
by lemma 3 (i); in particular, (Qt)a E A* for a countable dense set of 
a's in R1+. Since (Q1)a is just the set [f>a], this implies that f is measurable. 
We recall the classical definition of integrals. 
Definition A1 
The integral on X of a non-negative measurable function f is defined by 
J f dA.=limn l(fn), 
where {In} is a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative simple functions 
converging to f, and I(fn) the integral of fn, defined earlier. 
This definition is both meaningful and unambiguous. Equivalently 
we have: 
Definition A2 
The integral on X of a non-negative measurable function is the measure 
of the ordinate set Q1 of f, in the associated product measure space 
(.if*, X) of the measure (A, A.). 
This definition is meaningful since Q1 E .if* whenever f is measurable. 
It also agrees with the definition A 1• For, if f is non-negative simple, 
say, f = Z1XtXEt, where the Et's belong to A* and are disjoint, then 
Dt= ZtiXtEt, and X(Dt) = !tX(1XtEt) = ZiXtA(Et) =l(f). 
If now f is any non-negative measurable function, and if the In's are as 
in definition A1, then Dtn t D,, so that 
X(Dt) =1imnX(Dtn) =limnl(fn) =l(f ). 
The definition of integral is extended, and integrability and summa-
bility defined for arbitrary measurable functions, in the usual way, by 
decomposing f into its positive and negative parts. 
4. A Variant of Stone's approch - The main theorem 
Let (L,I) be a finite elementary integral in X, and let L+= [1/f EL, f> 0]. 
Let r denote the class of all sets D1 -Du where f, gEL+, f>g and define 
y(D1 -Du) ==l(f-g). 
Lemma 4 
(F, y) is a measure in X x R1+. 
For proof we refer to [3], p. 48. Theorem 2. 
We call the measure (F, y) the associated product measure of (L, 1), 
and its extended measure space ( F*, y) the associated product measure space. 
Lemma 5 
S E F* '*aS E F*, and y(aS)=a.y(S) for a>O. 
For proof we refer to [3], p.49, Theorem 4. 
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We define a non-negative function f to be measurable for (L,l), or 
briefly !-measurable, if !21 E F*; and then we define l(f)=y(QJ). The 
concepts of !-measurability, integrability and summability, and the 
values I (f) for arbitrary fare then defined in the usual way by considering 
the positive and negative parts of f. Trivially, all the functions in L are 
I -summable and I extends the given functional on L. 
A set E C X is said to be measurable if XE is !-measurable, and its 
measure ).(E) is defined to be l(XE). If A is the class of all measurable 
subsets of X, it is easily seen that A is a a-ring and (A, ).) is a measure. 
We call this the induced measure of (L, 1). 
We have the following main theorem: 
Theorem 4 (cf. [3], p. 69, Theorem 7) 
i) (A*,);) = (F*, y) 
ii) The concepts of measurability, integrability, summability etc., and 
the values l(f) for (L, 1), coincide with the corresponding concepts 
for (A, .A). 
iii) In particular, the functions in L are all summable for (A, A.) and 
I(f) =I IdA.. 
Proof 
We need only prove (i); the rest follows. We shall equivalently show 
that (A, l) and (F, y) both generate the same outer measure. By lemma l, 
it suffices to show that: (a) r*IA=l; (b) l*IF=y. 
Proof of (a): 
- - \ -- ._ -
S=Ex [1X, {3) E A =*E EA =*E E F* =* 1XE, {JE E F* =?8={3E-1XEE F*. 
Also 
y(S)=y({JE) -y(1XE) = ({3 -1X)y(E) = ({3 -1X)A.(E) =);(S). 
Proof of (b): 
It suffices to show that for every f E L+, !21 E A* and );(Qt) =y(!J,); 
We first show that Ea= [f>a] E A for every a in O<a<oo. 
Setting fa= I(') a, we have fa=a(ffa (') l) EL+, and hence also 
Yn=n(f-fa)EL+ and hn=Yn (') l EL+ for every n. This implies that 
Qhn E r. Also hn t XEa, so that Qhn t Ea. Hence Ea E F*' and Ea E A. 
If now {an) is a countable dense subset of R1 +, then !21= Un(anEan), and 
each anEan E A. Hence !2t E A* and !21 can be expressed as a countable 
disjoint union of sets in .if, A being a semi-ring. It will then follow from 
(a) above that y(!21)=);(Q1). 
We have the following theorems as consequences: 
Theorem 5 (cf. [3], p. 69, Theorem 8) 
For the induced measure (A, A.), A* = A. 
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Proof 
We have only to note that 
E E A* =?- E E A* =?- E E F* =?- E E A. 
Theorem 6 (cf. [3], p. 70, Theorem 9) 
The induced measure (A, A.) of the elementary integral (L, I) on step 
functions for a given measure ( e, ()) coincides with its extended measure 
space ( 8*, &). 
Proof 
Let ( 81, &1) be the finite part of ( e, &). It is easily seen that 
( fJ*, &) = ( 81 *, &1). Also, (A, A.) = (A*, A.) by theorem 5. We have then 
to show that (A*, A.) == ( 81 *, &1). 
In turn it suffices to show, by theorem 3, that their associated product 
measure spaces (A*, X) and (fh*, {h) are equal; which, using theorem 4, 
reduces to showing that ( F*, y) = ( &1 *, 01), where ( F, y) is the associated 
product measure of (L, I). In fact, (F, y) and (@1, 01) generate the same 
outer measure: this will follow from lemma 1, if we show that r* 1 e1 = o1 
and 01*IF=y; which is very simple. 
Remarks 
The above theorem shows, that if (L, I) is the elementary integral 
of step functions for a measure (A, A.), then the concepts of measurability, 
integrability etc., and the values I (f), corresponding to (L, I), coincide 
with those corresponding to (A, A.). Combined with theorem 4, this 
reconciles completely the classical measure theoretic and the linear 
functional approaches, under our assumptions~ 
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